ES-DOC Weekly Telco

(caution: this pad may be reset after the meeting)

20 February 2017

previous minutes:


present:

- Allyn
- Charlotte
- Chris
- David
- Eric
- Hans
- Mark E.
- Mark G.
- Martina

minutes:

- status reports:
  - Allyn
    - deployed current version of Q onto test server
    - completed DocRef widget
      - TODO (not urgent): add filter for the institute code of document references
    - completed redesign of Project Page
    - next priorities:
      1. allowing ontologies to co-exist (no longer having ontologies be self-contained entities)
        - about 1/2 way done; can probably demo to Eric on Thursday
      1. document labels
        - note that not every class in the CIM has a label; this is probably okay as long as they are not document classes
      1. importing CIM2 documents
        - I will release a new version of the Q after tasks 1 & 2 are complete; this will allow end-to-end beta testing for creating documents from scratch
  - Charlotte
    - updating the atmosphere specialisation
    - TODO: organise telco with Eric to work on short tables
    - interaction with MIPs on experiments description
  - Chris
    - ran notebook in batch mode
  - David
    - forcings done for top level
    - cdf2cim webservice testing, json push - check with Mark
    - sea-ice short table done by Ruth and committed
    - TODO: David to update flowchart to reflect CMIP5 model input
  - Eric
    - TODO: top level short table (with David)
    - TODO: review forcings in top level (with Mark E)
• Hans
• Mark E.
• Mark G
  ▪ infrastructure documentation is ongoing.
  ▪ **TODO:** push CMIP6 draft experiment doc on test server after closing tickets
• Martina

• **quick Q demo:** [https://appear.in/es-doc](https://appear.in/es-doc)
• **CP:** Status report for the upload of the latest experiments onto the live service?
• **did / will we get feedback from WIP for white paper?**
  ▪ EG: feedback will be requested at next WiP telco
• **Model dev for Mark:**
  ▪ validate/generate/notebook top level realm (this week)
  ▪ adding the short table node into the mm (this week)
  ▪ CMIP5 to CIM2 translation (2 weeks)
    ▪ 2 steps:
      ▪ create CIM2 CMIP5 docs (CMIP5 model name)
      ▪ at request from groups, initialise CMIP6 realms with these CMIP5 versions
    ▪ **TODO:** David to update flowchart to reflect this
• **further_info_url meeting:**
  ▪ Thursday 23 February: 1300 GMT / 1400 CET
• **Next coding sprint:** [https://beta.doodle.com/poll/ae8bh8cniz5amn4i](https://beta.doodle.com/poll/ae8bh8cniz5amn4i)
  ▪ redo poll for each day extend to end of April
  ▪ indentify topics
    ▪ conformance (limited audience)
    ▪ full end to end monty (all)
• **next ES-DOC telco:** 27 February 2017